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V FOR VENDETTA
ALAN MOORE (W) AND DAVID LLOYD (A)

• publication date: 1982-1989 
• representation 
of the ideological conflict between 
fascism and anarchy
• dystopian critique 
of totalitarianism
• desired political environment: 
anarchy



V FOR VENDETTA
CREATORS

writer artist



IDEOLOGY

• science of ideas (Antoine 
Louis Claude Destutt de 
Tracy)
• false consciousness (Karl 
Marx)
• tool of a bourgeois 
domination (Antonio Gramsci)
• the end of ideology (Francis 
Fukuyama)



POLITICAL IDEOLOGY
ANDREW HEYWOOD

An ideology is a more or less coherent set of ideas that 
provides the basis for organized political action, whether this is 
intended to preserve, modify or overthrow the existing system 
of power. All ideologies therefore have the following features. 
They:

a) offer an account of the existing order, usually in the form of a ‘world-
view’

b) advance a model of a desired future, a vision of the ‘good society’
c) explain how political change can and should be brought about – how to 

get from (a) to (b).

A. Heywood, Political Ideologies: An Introduction, 10



UTOPIA

• vision of the perfect social and 
political order
• source: Thomas More’s book 
(Utopia: A little, true book, not 
less beneficial than enjoyable, 
about how things should be in 
the new island Utopia, 1516)



UTOPIA - DYSTOPIA

Utopia

Critical utopia

Critical dystopia

Dystopia



DYSTOPIA

• dystopia
• George Orwell, 1984
(Winston Smith)

• Aldous Huxley, Brave 
New World

• Jewgienij Zamiatin, 
We



CRITICAL DYSTOPIA

• eighties, XX century
• Lyman Tower Sargent: a non-existent society
described in considerable detail and normally
located in time and space that the author intended
a contemporaneous reader to view as worse than
contemporary society but that normally includes
at least one eutopian enclave or holds out hope
that the dystopia can be overcome and replaced
with a eutopia



POLITICAL DIALOGUE

• comics / graphic novels:
–encourage criticism
–pose tough questions
–provoke discussion

• employment 
of intertextuality



POLITICAL IDEOLOGY

V’s 
reading

list



FASCISM

• totalitarian tendencies
• populism
•mass political movement
• egalitarianism
• cult (unique position ) of the 
leader
• variety of forms



FASCISM

• irrationalism
• social Darwinism
• nationalism
• glorification of the state
• the leadership principle
• racism
• anticommunism

Lyman Tower Sargent



BIRTH OF FASCISM



POLITICAL SYSTEM

• The Leader – Adam Susan (obsessed 
with the government's computer –
Fate)

• The Finger – secret police force
• The Eye – visual surveillance branch
• The Ear – audio surveillance branch
• The Mouth – broadcasting propaganda
• The Nose – police department



LEADER



ADAM SUSAN



FATE

• computer system
• source of information 

about British citizens
• influencing political 

decisions
• Susan’s will = Fate’s will



KNOWLEDGE

• surveillance
• social and political control
• limitation of privacy



FATE

Fate knows 
everything



VOICE OF FATE

• Lewis Prothero
• party’s elite member 
• Larkhill Detention Camp 
commander

machine’s
personification



NORSEFIRE

• Fascist Party
• Strength Through Purity, Purity 
Through Faith
• rivalries between branches

• modelled on British Union of 
Fascists (Oswald Mosley)



NEW CITIZEN

Key to the prosperity of the 
fascist dystopia
Methods:
• education
• propaganda
• youth organizations
• work (for the dissidents

and their families)



NEW CITIZEN
BIO-EXPERIMENTS



NEW CITIZEN
BIO-EXPERIMENTS



LIBERATED
EVEY

• repeats V’s experience
• aim: freeing her from fears
• self-determination



LIBERATED
EVEY - VALERIE

But that was my integrity that 
was important. Is that so 
selfish? It bells for so little, bit 
it’s all we have left in this 
place. It is the very last inch of 
us…



LIBERATED
EVEY

Then there’s nothing to left to 
threaten with, is there? You 
are free.



LIBERATED
ERIC FINCH

He reached some understanding. Why can’t I? I 
look at this mad pattern, but where are the 
answers? Who imprisoned me here? Who keeps
me here? Who can release me? Who’s 
controlling and constraining my life, except... 
...Me?



FORMS OF POLITICAL
RESISTANCE

• petitions, letters
• protest march, 
picketing, street protest
• protest songs
• sit-ins, die-ins, fish-ins
• public nudity or topfree
• tax resistance
• conscientious objector

• civil disobedience / 
nonviolent resistance
• boycott
• self-immolation
• occupation
• flag desecration
• riot
• acts of terrorism



REVENGE

• revenge on those 
who imprisoned:
–graphic novel’s 
protagonist
–British society

• V / Dantes



SHADOW GALLERY
• V’s home/hideout
• cultural heritage refuge
• eutopia



SPEECH

• takeover of regime’s TV
• citizens = bad staff
• government’s sensitivity



I LOVE YOU...

Susan’s feelings put to the test



…ENTER

• knowledge of the system
• ideological drive
•will to free British people



PROPAGANDA SOURCES
ELIMINATION



CREDIBILITY



TERRORISM



TERRORISM
HISTORICAL CONTEXT

• reign of terror – Jacobins in France (1793-
1794) 
• revolutionary actions (political assassinations; 
discriminate killings)
• state terrorism – method employed by 
governments to impose total political control 
over society (totalitarian states)
• contemporary freedom fighters 



TERRORISM
IGOR PRIMORATZ

The deliberate use of violence, or threat of its 
use, against innocent people, with the aim of 
intimidating some other people into a course of 
action they otherwise would not take



TERRORISM
C.A.J. CODY

The tactic of intentionally targeting non-
combatants [or non-combatant property, when 
significantly related to life and security] with 
lethal or severe violence … meant to produce 
political results via the creation of fear



TERRORISM
H.R. TARG

One form of behaviour by individual or groups in 
support of fundamental change in a given society. It 
is a threat and use of violence against individual 
selected by the terrorist for their symbolic value to 
galvanize a population through fear or respect.

H.R. Targ, Societal Structure and Revolutionary Terrorism: A Preliminary Investigation



V fulfilled Guy 
Fawkes’ goal

V’S TERRORISM



V‘S TERRORISM

Can terrorism be
morally justified?



three instances: 
1. “clear danger to a group’s very existence or 

the mass extermination of noncombatants”
2. “galvanizing public attention to the plight of 

poor people in the Third World”
3. “toppling dictatorial regimes and establishing 

democracy”

TERRORISM
MORALITY - SAUL SIMILANSKY



• the threat of ethnic cleansing or 
extermination

• the only way to prevent an extraordinary 
disaster

• danger: qualification of political violence as 
ethically acceptable

TERRORISM
MORALITY – IGOR PRIMORATZ



TYRANNICIDE

• the seizure of power by a tyrant through violence
• the tyrant must break God's and natural law and pose a 
danger to the lives and morals of his subjects
• the only possible form of changing the political reality
• tyrant’s ousting = the possibility of improving the 
condition of society and the state
• motive (no revenge or retribution)

B. Crick, Justifications of  Violence



V’S STRUGGLE 

terrorism tyrannicide



STRUGGLE FOR POWER



„VOLUNTEERS”

Criminals are hired 
by the Norsefire
regime 



GUY FAWKES

• English Catholic
• planned to blow up 
the House of Lords
• commemorated 
in England 
since 5 November 1605



BONFIRE NIGHT / GUY
FAWKES NIGHT

•Observance of 5th November Act 1605
• annual thanksgiving for the failure 
of the Plot



SYMBOL OF RESISTANCE

• changing perspective on 
Guy Fawkes’ actions
•Gunpowder Plot 1605
• symbol of the resistance



ANARCHISM

The name given to a principle or theory of life and 
conduct under which society is conceived without 
government - harmony in such a society being 
obtained, not by submission to law, or by 
obedience to any authority, but by free 
agreements concluded between the various 
groups, territorial and professional, freely 
constituted for the sake of production and 
consumption, as also for the satisfaction of the 
infinite variety of needs and aspirations of a 
civilized being.
Peter Kropotkin, Anarchism



ANARCHISM

individualistic collectivist



ANARCHISM

Therefore I must tell you, first of all, what Anarchism 
is not.
It is not bombs, disorder, or chaos.
It is not robbery and murder.
It is not a war of each against all.
It is not a return to barbarism or to the wild state of 
man.
Anarchism is the very opposite of all that.

Alexander Berkman, ABC of Anarchism



CHAOS AND TERROR?



AIM: ANARCHISM

Anarchy means “without 
leaders”; not “without order.” 
With anarchy comes an age of 
ordnung, of true order, which is 
to say voluntary order. This age 
of ordnung will begin when mad 
and incoherent cycle of 
verwirrung that these bulletins 
reveal has run its course.
V in V for Vendetta



FACES OF ANARCHISM

Anarchy wares two faces, both creator and 
destroyer. Thus destroyers topple empires, make 
a canvas of clean rubble where creators can than 
build a better world. Rubble, once achieved, 
makes further ruins’ means irrelevant. Away with 
our explosives, then! Away with our destroyers!  
They have no place within our better world. But 
let us raise a toast to all our bombers, all our 
bastards, most unlovely and most unforgivable, 
lets drink their health... ...Then meet them no 
more.

V w V for Vendetta



ROADS TO ANARCHISM

violence education



ANARCHISM?

• to introduce anarchy = easier 
said than done
• non-conclusive manner ending
• there are chances that:
– Britain will engage 

in an anarchistic order
– extremely quickly will return to 

hard rule



?



V FOR VENDETTA
MOVIE

• 2006
• dir. James McTeigue
• writers: The Wachowski

Brothers
• cast: Hugo Waving (V), 

Natalie Portman (Evey), 
Stephen Rea (Finch), John 
Hurt (Adam Sutler)
• totalitarianism vs. democracy



SYMBOLS

V: 
A building is a symbol, as is the act 
of destroying it. Symbols are given 
power by people. Alone, a symbol 
is meaningless, but with enough 
people, blowing up a building can 
change the world. 



V‘S TERRORISM
VS STATES‘ TERRORISM

Adam Sutler:
Gentlemen, I want this 
terrorist found... and I 
want him to understand 
what terror really means. 



V

People should not be 
afraid of their 
governments.

Governments should be 
afraid of their people. 



IDEAS

Creedy: Die! Die! Why 
won't you die?... Why won't 
you die?

V: Beneath this mask there 
is more than flesh. 
Beneath this mask there 
is an idea, Mr. Creedy, and 
ideas are bulletproof. 



ROLE OF ART

Evey Hammond: 

My father was a writer. You 
would've liked him. 
He used to say that 
artists use lies to tell 
the truth, while 
politicians use them to 
cover the truth up. 


